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About this app
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Get our free text scanner app and convert images to text with 99% accuracy. Extract text from PDFs too! Easily extract texts from scanned PDFs and images with our app in seconds. Let us do the handwork for you!

Image to Text

Use Bongo Scanner to easily convert images to text. Take photos from your camera or choose from your gallery. Convert images to text instantly and edit, translate, copy, save, and share anywhere

PDF to Text

Convert any PDF file to text with ease using our app. Choose any type of PDF document and let the app recognize text, even if it contains images. Our app converts PDF to text and PDF to image to text seamlessly

99% Accuracy

This AI-powered OCR text scanner boasts high accuracy in recognizing text. However, it requires an active internet connection to function properly as it does not work offline. Try our app now for accurate and efficient text recognition

Recognize Text & Translate

As soon as you get text from scanning result, you can translate them immediately to any language.


Disclaimer

Our free image to text and PDF converter app offers in-app purchases and displays ads. You receive free scan credits daily, but if you need to scan many files a day, you can purchase additional scan credits

Thank you for your understanding and support. By purchasing scan credits, the frequency of ads decreases until they eventually stop appearing. Try our app now for efficient file scanning!
Updated on
Apr 8, 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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February 15, 2021
Seems to OCR well but this is the most deceptive and greedy business model I've seen for a long time. Scanning uses 1 credit per page. So that's $1/page. Or watch a couple of ads - it says you've earned 2 or 4 credits for each, but your credit balance doesn't change. After a couple of ads, it's a 4-hour wait. You get 4 free credits daily - if you believe that, when the rest is unreliable! I'd *never* refer my friends (to get more credits - if that works!) to an app that's so unpleasant to use.
106 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Enamel BD
February 19, 2021

Dear User, thanks for your observation. But please note that, you can get 80+ scan credits with just 1$. I mean you can scan 80 pages with 1$.
We are really sorry if you have any bad experience. You are requested to recheck app and let us know how we can improve further.
Regards ðŸ’œðŸ’œ
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August 15, 2021
100% recommended to make OCR. But I request the developer to add scaning feature that I don't have to use Cam scanner or other apps. I also request to update the croping system like CS. After add above deacribed features It will the best scanning app for bangladeshi's people In the play store. Because I have use about all apps but No other apps does not perform Image to text for bengali language like this app.
52 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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April 8, 2022
Scanned a 350 words German text. Very inaccurate, basically complete garbage. I don't know what's the problem, but I had tried others, same lighting same condition same text, and got much better accuracy.
47 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


Bug Fixes: General improvements for a better experience.
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App support
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emailSupport email
bongo.tech.apps@gmail.com




placeAddress
Mazar Road, 2nd Colony, Sheltech Bithika (14/Q), 114/1
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